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ABSTRACT
This report details experimental work and analysis conducted as an
undergraduate research project for the University of Bristol concerning the low speed.
pitch sensitivity of the auto gyro. A high accident rate recently among autogyros has
prompted a desire for this type of aircraft to be further investigated, as very little
research has been carried out since the first half of the twentieth century. With the aim
of increasing understanding of certain characteristics, and therefore safety, wind
tunnel tests were conducted on a model autogyro to investigate its pitch-trim
characteristics at very low forward speeds.
The model used was developed by the University of Bristol as a generalpurpose tool for autogyro research. For the purposes of this project it was modified to
allow pitch control and measurement. The model was tested in the working section of
the University's five-foot by seven-foot wind tunnel, using the tunnel's external
balance. Utilising this system, experiments were undertaken to find the minimum
straight and level flying speeds at varying angles of attack and to investigate the effect
on pitching moment of body incidence, elevator setting, horizontal tail position, thrust
line height and tunnel speed.
This research has led to the following conclusions. Firstly, minimum flight
speed is a function ofrotor tilt-back but eventually meets a limiting value. Secondly,
as tunnel speed decreases, rotor tilt-back must increase to maintain adequate lift.
Thirdly, body incidence appears to affect pitching moment in a linear fashion and
exhibits static stability tending to return the aircraft to a state of zero pitching
moment. Next, to fly at a low straight and level speed, the necessary adjustment of the
rotor tip path plane to maintain lift will result in an increased nose-up pitching
moment as the rotor thrust vector moves with respect to the aircraft centre of gravity.
Also, when mounted in the propeller slipstream, the effectiveness of the elevator
remains sufficiently high at low forward speed to advocate its inclusion on real
aircraft. Additionally, there is a position of elevator stabiliser behind the propeller
where the gains in pitching moment control are disproportionately greater than the
added length of the tail, suggesting an added benefit of the elevator in autogyros.
Finally, moving thrust line height above or below the centre of gravity affects aircraft
pitching moment but some parameters are more sensitive than others to thrust line
position for reasons that could not be concluded in this report.
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Vi:
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a:

Angle of attack or tilt back angle of rotor

V:

Forward velocity of autogyro, onset flow velocity

Tr: Thrust vector associated with the rotor actuator disc
Lr: Lift vector associated with the rotor actuator disc
Dr: Drag Vector associated with the rotor actuator disc
P:

Propulsive vector of the propeller thrust line

Key Terms
Rotor: Rotating aerofoil blades mounted atop auto gyro providing main source of lift.
Propeller: Rotating aerofoil blades mounted in front or behind autogyro, source of
forward propulsion.
Onset Flow: The velocity and momentum of the air upstream of the effects of the
autogyro.
Autorotation:

Rotation of a rotor due to aerodynamic forces pulling it into and
against the onset flow seen by each blade.

Collective Pitch: Angle of incidence applied to each rotor blade simultaneously
irrespective of azimuth position around the rotor disc.
Teetering Rotor: Rotor hub in which blade flapping hinges have zero offset from the
shaft of rotation, effectively a single rotor beam mounted as a
seesaw.
Tip Path Plane: Plane described by the locus of the rotor blade tips during
rotation.
Rotor Tilt Back Angle: Angle of incidence of the tip path plane with respect to the
onset flow.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
An autogyro is essentially an aircraft whose lifting device is an unpowered
rotor. Similar in appearance to rotors used on helicopters, an autogyro rotor is inclined
slightly rearward and operates by a different aerodynamic principle. The forward
speed of the aircraft is maintained by a conventional forward or rearward facing
propeller. Unlike the helicopter, air flows upward through the auto gyro's rotor. This
flow causes the rotor to autorotate, generating a thrust normal to the plane of the rotor
disc. This force can be resolved into a horizontal drag component which, along with
rotor drag and fuselage drag, is balanced by the propeller thrust, and a vertical lift
component, balanced by the weight of the aircraft.
Lateral and longitudinal control is generally effected by tilting the rotor disc
and therefore the thrust vector generated by it, though some autogyros augment this
system with conventional control surfaces. Since no power is transmitted from the
airframe to the rotor, a torque-balancing tail rotor, familiar in most helicopters, is not
necessary. Yaw control is provided instead by a tail rudder, as in a conventional fixed
wing aircraft.
The history of the auto gyro began in the 1920' s as it evolved alongside the
early incarnations of the helicopter. The auto gyro met with more initial success than
its helicopter contemporaries and introduced much of the rotor technology used to
make the helicopter a practical aircraft. Early development was pioneered by Senor
Juan de la Cierva, pictured in Figure 1.1, a Spanish engineer concerned by the
tendency of fixed wing aircraft to stall if flown at too Iowa forward speed. He
resolved to develop an aircraft that could not stall, and came up with a device that he
named an Autogiro. The subsequent patent on this name led others to refer to the
aircraft type as an autogyro, or gyroplane.
Most modern autogyros are lightweight recreational aircraft with one or two
seats. A few use a tractor propeller although a pusher configuration is more common.
The degree of cowling provided to enclose the pilot varies greatly from completely
open frame machines to cockpits resembling those of a small helicopter. There is a
similar range in the amount of conventional aerofoil surface provided for both
stability and control, though all types include some form of vertical tailplane to
provide yaw motion. The RAF 2000, a two seat, enclosed cockpit, pusher auto gyro is
shown in Figure 1.2.
Despite the apparently inherent safety of the autogyro, these aircraft have
incurred a particularly high accident rate in recent years, which has prompted the
Civil Aviation Authority to investigate the associated safety problems. More than one
factor, however, may be involved in contributing to the accident statistics. Most
notably, there is a lack of regulation in auto gyro construction and modification.
Furthermore, due to a lack of market demand, relatively little effort has been put into
developing the auto gyro since the early aircraft of Cierva. Consequently, auto gyro
flight characteristics are poorly understood compared to those of helicopters and fixed
wing aircraft. This paper aims to contribute to the available information by furthering
the understanding of auto gyro pitch characteristics at low forward speeds.
When an auto gyro maintains straight and level flight but reduces forward
speed, the rotor disc must be tilted backwards by the pilot to maintain flow through it.
As the disc inclines further backward its drag contribution increases, causing the total
drag at low speed to rise as the aircraft slows. This behaviour presents the pilot with
the situation of having to increase throttle to maintain a lower straight and level speed,
until maximum throttle and minimum level flight speed have been reached. Doubts

have been raised about the stability and safety of this lowest speed end of the flight
regime, with the particular concern that small perturbations may cause the aircraft to
suddenly lose pitch control, potentially reducing the air inflow through the rotor
resulting in an irrecoverable decay of rotor speed.
This paper's research has centred around experiments performed on a model
autogyro, roughly one-tenth scale, mounted in a 5-foot by 7-foot working section
wind tunnel. With the aim of measuring sensitivity to different inputs and design
settings, several parameters have been varied such that their effect on the pitching
moment of the aircraft can be measured. Particular emphasis was placed in the
slowest end of the flight envelope with the objective of understanding the nature of
auto gyro pitch in low forward speed flight regimes.

2.0 THEORY
Autogyros acquire their lift from an unpowered autorotating main rotor.
Autorotation provides lift through a different aerodynamic principle to that utilised by
powered helicopter rotors or energy-generating old-fashioned windmills. Contrary to
these concepts, a rotor in auto rotation is pulled by the air into and against the flow in a
similar fashion to a sailing ship sailing closer than ninety degrees to the wind.
Conceptualising the principle of autorotation is easiest when considering a
static blade resting in a plane normal to the flow, as displayed in Figure 2.1.
Autogyros nearly exclusively employ two-bladed rotors. The blades are set at a
slightly positive collective pitch with respect to the oncoming air. As the flow
approaches a blade from underneath, part slips over the top surface while the
remainder flows along the bottom. As with all aerofoils, the rotor blades reorient the
flow direction downwards and backwards with respect to its original upward direction
and hence induce a change of flow momentum. This change in momentum is
inherently balanced by a force, T b, on the rotor in a direction upwards and forwards of
the incoming flow velocity.
Left to its own devices, an aerofoil in such a state would turn nose forward
into the flow. The auto gyro rotor blades however are fixed on a teetering hinge
rotating upon a shaft, which prevents their reorientation into the airflow. Thus, the
induced force vector can be resolved into two components. The first, which is in the
plane of the rotor blade, pulls the blade around the shaft, perpetuating the blade's
autorotation. The second component is normal to the rotor's tip path plane and is
hence the rotor's lifting force.
Once the disc begins turning, the additive velocity components of onset flow
and disc rotation create an effective decrease in the incidence each blade experiences.
Thus the net thrust on each blade leans further into the direction of rotation. Hence,
the rate of rotation increases due to the larger magnitude of the component of force
planar with the rotor. At a certain rotational speed, this force is balanced by the profile
drag of the rotor. Once these forces equally offset, the rotor achieves a constant and
stable rate of rotation. A principally important idea with respect to autorotation is that
variations and perturbations in the airflow through the rotor disc directly affect the
planar rotative force and hence the rate at which the rotor spins.
Having established a qualitative background understanding of autorotation, it
is useful to quantify the principal using the method of actuator disc momentum
theory. Although this approach has significant drawbacks, it is a reasonable first
approximation to model the rotor relationships that allow an auto gyro to fly.
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Momentum Theory has five important assumptions that must be taken into account
when considering results. First, the rotor is treated as an actuator disc with an infinite
number of infinitely thin blades. Second, there is a constant difference in pressure
across the disc. Third, the upwash through the disc is constant across its entire area.
Next, the disc imparts no rotational velocity upon the air that passes through it.
Finally, the column of air passing through the disc is constrained in a clearly defined
stream tube and air external to this tube remains undisturbed.
Having considered these assumptions, relationships of pressure change across
the disc and change of flow momentum through the disc can be used to derive the
following relationship for vertical lift generated by the rotor:

L, = 2pAv; cosa(V sin a- v;)

(Equation

2.1)

Where p is the density of air, A is the cross sectional disc area, Vi is the induced
is the angle of attack of the rotor and V is the velocity of the
velocity at the disc,
onset flow (the forward speed of the autogyro with respect to the surrounding air).
This derivation is offered in the appendix of this paper and Figure 2.2 represents the
physical resolutions of the pertinent parameters.
Although relatively simple, this formula is not very useful in predicting actual
auto gyro rotor lift unless the quantity Vi, induced velocity at the rotor, can be
quantified. Unfortunately, Vi is a highly complex function of p, A,
and Vas well as
geometric and ergonomic properties of the rotor including blade twist, rotor rotational
speed and rotor solidity. Despite its elusive nature, induced velocity is clearly
bounded from below by zero, which would represent no rotation in the disc. The
parameter is also bounded from above by the magnitude of the velocity component of
onset flow normal to the rotor because if induced velocity rose above this value, the
rotor would generate negative lift.
With these restrictions imposed upon induced velocity, Equation 2.1 is helpful
in describing how onset flow and rotor angle of attack influence the lift generated by a
rotor in autorotation. Utilising Equation 2.1 along with simple force diagrams upon
the auto gyro airframe, the dynamics and behaviour of the system in low speed flight
can be portrayed. According to the momentum theory analysis, a severely tilted-back
main rotor (high
value), characterises the typical low speed forward flight regime,
as shown by the force diagram in Figure 2.3. Through trigonometry, rotor thrust, Tr,
can be resolved into a component of lift, Lr. partially balancing the aircraft's weight, as
well as a component of drag, Dr, which is offset by the propeller thrust. The thrust
line, P, is itself highly inclined relative to horizontal owing to the tilt of the airframe.
Similarly to the main rotor, horizontal and vertical components of P can be resolved to
contribute to the balance of forces.

a

a

a

The airframe tends to pitch nose-up when the rotor angle of attack is high
owing to a positive pitching moment generated by the rotor thrust vector acting along
the rotor shaft, which intersects the airframe in front on it's centre of gravity. As
indicated by Equation 2.1, the slower the auto gyro flies the, more tilt-back the rotor
must incur to provide proper lift. Hence, as the rotor tilts back farther with lower
speed, the positive pitching moment imparted upon the body increases and the
airframe tilts higher nose-up.
The severe nose-up body-tilt at low forward speeds causes extreme sensitivity
to the stability of this flight regime. Additionally, as discussed in this paper's
Introduction, the auto gyro requires more propulsive thrust the slower it flies due to
increasing main rotor drag induced by higher angles of rotor attack. Thus, autogyros
3

in low speed flight suffer a twofold hazard in that inexperienced or untrained pilots
may react to perilous situations incorrectly and could easily mishandle a flight regime,
which is already sensitive to perturbations.
Consider, for example, the situation in which a pilot tries to induce an
auto gyro out of the low speed regime. In a fixed wing aircraft, increasing speed is
achieved by tilting the nose downwards. Through this manoeuvre, the aircraft ceases
to resist gravitational acceleration and momentarily experiences a benign zero-gravity
free fall. On the other hand, an auto gyro forced too rapidly out of the low speed
regime through a zero-gravity free fall state may incur flight control penalties
associated with this manoeuvre.
Figure 2.4 represents the instantaneous forces acting through an auto gyro's
centre of mass in the zero-gravity condition. With no downward gravitational force,
the aircraft experiences an upward acceleration. Clearly, the resultant of the initial
forward velocity and the velocity induced by the upward force is a velocity vector
nearly coplanar to the rotor tip path plane. Therefore, the rotor's angle of attack with
respect to the oncoming flow is extremely small. From momentum theory, it is known
that the rotor stops generating lift when its angle of attack falls to zero and
consequently, the rotor ceases autorotation. This situation can occur rapidly, the result
being unrecoverable rotor speed decay and an ensuing crash.
Another example of the peril that can be incurred by the auto gyro in low speed
forward flight is the situation at minimum attainable speed when the craft pitches
further nose-up. In this state, the engine does not provide enough forward thrust to
continue straight and level flight and the aircraft begins an unstoppable descent. If
sufficient altitude has been attained, the rotor upwash will increase due to the speed of
descent and permit trimming of the autogyro back into level flight before it crashes.
At lower altitudes the situation is nearly irreconcilable. A pilot's failure to act
means the aircraft will descend at high incidence and hit the ground before a recovery
can be made. If the pilot attempts rapidly pitching nose-down the auto gyro falls into
the hazardous zero-gravity situation discussed above. However, if the pilot increases
incidence further, forward speed drops and the rotor incidence increases to nearly
vertical. Since the aircraft's descent causes upward inflow, the angle of attack of the
rotor with respect to this inflow is low, again causing disastrous rotor rotational speed
decay.
Clearly the low-speed, high incidence flight regime carries with it dangers.
This paper endeavours to examine the sensitivity of pitching moment to various
aircraft parameters that can influence this state in order to show where the hazards lie.

3.0 PROCEDURE
3.1 Equipment
3.1.1 Autogyro Model
Experimental data was determined utilising an autogyro model with a rotor
approximately one-tenth of full size. The model itself was not built to scale as it was
not intended to be representative of an actual type, but rather to embody the principle
elements of any auto gyro and be adaptable to allow many different situations to be
investigated. The model is pictured in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 and a brief description is
given below.
The model is designed to permit freedom of movement in yaw and pitch. To
achieve yaw variation, the main body rotates upon a vertical axis about an inner core.
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Pitching freedom is attained from a horizontal shaft fixed to the inner body, which
runs laterally out through the sides of the model. The shaft, attached via bearings to
the two wind tunnel balance struts, allows the body to rotate in pitch. There is no
installed capacity for rolling motion.
At the front and rear of the airframe are electric motors to which tractor and/or
pusher propellers can be attached. The whole of the internal structure is encased in an
axi-symmetric nacelle through which the rotor tower protrudes. The rotor shaft is
mounted atop the tower and can be tilted by a servo from zero degrees to a twentydegree rearward inclination. A two-bladed teeter rotor is attached to the shaft.
Collective pitch of the rotor can be varied using levers attached to each blade
connecting to small threaded rods. This system is primitive, however, and makes
collective pitch adjustments time consuming and undesirable. Thus, for the duration
of these experiments, collective pitch was held constant at one degree (positive). The
rotor diameter is ninety-five centimetres; it is this diameter that is utilised for all linear
dimension scaling.
Certain modifications were made to the model for the purposes of this research
project, facilitating specific investigation into pitch characteristics. To accommodate
an engine upgraded in power from the original, a new rear motor mounting, shown in
Figure 3.3, was installed that also slides up and down on posts, allowing the height of
the thrust line to be varied. To achieve half the range of travel the mounting needs to
be inverted as the propeller spun about the base of the mounting. This geometry
means that the tail and strain gauges are also inverted for all test runs with the thrust
line nearest the rotor. Out of the motor housing, a metal tube runs rearwards,
terminating in a connector attached to the wind tunnel's pitch wire. Along the tube, a
horizontal stabiliser with a servo-controlled elevator, pictured in Figure 3.4, is
attached such that it can slide along the tube's length and be fixed at discrete positions.
The somewhat unwieldy situation of having the propeller spin about this tube has the
advantage of ensuring that the horizontal tail always sat in the propeller's wake,
receiving a constant flow of air wherever the propeller position is set. The sign
convention adopted in this paper takes positive elevator angle as being deflected
towards where the undercarriage would be on the model. One third of the distance
from the rear of the tube, a pair of strain gauges is fixed top and bottom to provide
pitching moment data. Wiring for the elevator servo and strain gauges runs down the
centre of the tube into the model's interior. A new pusher propeller, rotating about the
tube provides trust. The propeller is geared at a one-to-one ratio to the electric motor.
Finally a carbon steel rotor flapping restraint replaces an aluminium one after it began
to show signs of failing.
3.1.2 Wind Tunnel, Measuring and Electrical Equipment
All experiments were carried out in the working section of the University of
Bristol's 5-foot by 7-foot wind tunnel. The autogyro model was mounted upside-down
via the horizontal shaft running between the two balance struts.
This configuration has led to the terms 'near undercarriage' and 'near rotor'
being used at some points in place of up and down, to avoid confusion between real
and model axes. Where used, nose-up pitching moment always refers to the model's
nose trying to move towards the rotor, that is downwards with respect to earth axes.
The mechanical wind tunnel balance, which outputs data to a PC running a
data display application, was used for the measurement of lift and drag only. The
automated pitch display was deemed dysfunctional and an alternate pitch measuring
technique via strain gauges was employed. Regardless, the tunnel's pitch wire was
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utilised to control body incidence and grounded the tube protruding from the model's
rear.
Tunnel speed was measured using a hand-held anemometer mounted on a
clamp stand located at the upstream boundary of the working section, approximately
central and a foot above the tunnel floor. A universal counter was employed to
measure rotor speed. Although rotor speed was not incorporated into the data, the
rotational readout served as a precaution preventing accidental over speeding of the
rotor. The above mentioned pitch measuring strain gauges were connected in a half
Wheatstone Bridge circuit to an amplifier, whose output was measured by a
voltmeter.
A five-volt AC power supply was used to power the rotor speed sensor and a
custom-built servo driver, which controlled the rotor shaft angle. A second servo
driver running off a six-volt battery pack was used to control elevator angle. To power
the model's motorised electric propeller, a heavy-duty charger augmented a
conventional car battery. A rheostat was connected in series with the power supply to
provide the power control. An ammeter connected in series and a voltmeter in parallel
with the motor gauged operating power.
3.2 Assumptions
3.2.1 Lift and Drag
Due to its rugged design for wind tunnel operation and internal spaciousness
for housing electronics, the auto gyro model is far heavier than would be expected for
a flying autogyro with a similar sized rotor and produces rather more drag. As such it
is unrealistic to try to balance the model's weight with rotor thrust, or the model's drag
with propeller thrust. Instead, estimations of the drag and rotor disc loading that a
flying auto gyro of this size would experience were used.
These estimations were based on data collected from the Popular Rotorcraft
Association website. Rotor diameter and all up weight were found for thirty-two
currently available autogyro types. From this information the disc loading of each
type was calculated and scaled according to the ratio of model rotor diameter to
autogyro rotor diameter. The mean of these thirty-two scaled disc loadings was taken
as the experiential estimation returning a requirement to generate six-point-eightseven newtons of lift from the model rotor to simulate straight and level flight.
Initially, data regarding top speed and engine horsepower were also gathered,
to estimate aircraft drag. This approach was dropped, however, because the actual
drag produced when the rotor is inclined steeply backwards at low speeds is not
emulated by data reflecting the high-speed end of the autogyro flight envelope. In the
absence of hard data, the project advisor, Mr. P. Bunniss, suggested that a reasonable
drag approximation could be attained using a lift to drag ratio of approximately six to
one, which is typical of current streamlined autogyro types. Problems with measuring
the drag generated by the model at all combinations of tunnel speed, body incidence
and rotor shaft angle led to a decision to hold the thrust constant at a value closely
approximating the six to one lift to drag ratio for all tests.
3.2.2 Strain Gauge Readings
During calibration of the stain gauge system, high quality correlation was
found between voltage output and applied pitching moment. Plotting moment against
voltage gave linear results with no measurable hysteresis or drift over the timescales
involved (of the order often to fifteen minutes), as can be seen in Figure 3.5. During
testing the measured voltage fluctuated over quite a large range due to the heavy
6

vibration of the model, but was also found to be stable and consistent. However in the
static case, namely when the tunnel was stopped after each set of measurements, strain
gauge readings were often widely off their original zero setting. This problem was
ascribed to 'stiction' and it was found that a gentle blow with a spanner to the
horizontal struts holding the model would send the reading very close to its initial
value. Because this presented problems of consistency when recording the final,
tunnel-off strain gauge value, and because strain gauge drift had been found to be
negligible over timescales the length of one experimental run during calibration, no
strain gauge drift value was used when calculating and plotting the results.
To reduce testing time, which was limited since the wind tunnel was needed
for other projects, the strain gauge reading was not zeroed with each new incidence
when testing pitching moment for different body angles. Instead, with the tunnel off,
the offset of the reading was recorded for each incidence immediately after the
experiment. These offsets varied linearly across the range of incidences as can be seen
in Figure3.6, but were subject to slight inaccuracies again ascribed to stiction. Hence,
they have been adjusted to bring them onto a linear best-fit trend line in order to try
and rninimise experimental error.
3.3 Method
3.3.1 Strut Lift and Drag
Prior to testing, measurements were taken of the lift and drag created by the
struts that hold the model in the tunnel. This structure included the vertical balance
struts, the horizontal struts that attached to the model body and the wiring that ran
along the outside of one pair of struts. Measurements were taken over a range of
tunnel speeds from zero to fifteen metres per second and both lift and drag were found
to be linear with respect to the square of tunnel speed (shown in Figure 3.7). These
contributions were subsequently taken into account when setting the model to
generate a required amount of lift.
3.3.2 Minimum Flying Speeds
For any given incidence of the model in the wind tunnel, there is a speed at
which the rotor will no longer be able to produce the lift required to simulate straight
and level flight. This situation occurs when the rotor is tilted back to its maximum,
twenty degrees, since for a given speed this angle of attack maximises the flow
through the rotor, and hence the rotor thrust produced. Therefore, a preliminary run
was made with the rotor tilted back to its maximum to find the minimum straight and
level flying speeds over the range of incidences testing would occur. Whilst
undertaking this experimental series, it was also found that there was a maximum
speed for any incidence at which the rotor, when tilted fully forward (parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the body), would produce too much lift.
It was realised that to execute constant tunnel speed runs, a tunnel velocity
allowing lift to be generated within the upper and lower bounds of the model over the
whole range of body incidences was needed. An adequate value of five point nine
metres per second was chosen as it was at the lower end of the acceptable envelope of
speeds.
3.3.3 Effects of Body Angle, Elevator, Tunnel Speed, Tailplane Moment Arm and
Thrust Line Height
Pitching moment was measured for each setting of the following variables.
Firstly the model was set at angles of incidence between two and fourteen degrees
7

where, for each angle, rotor tilt-back was adjusted so that lift remained constant.
Incidence was then held constant at three degrees and the elevator was set at discrete
angles across its range. Next, tunnel speed was adjusted by small increments either
side of the five point nine metres per second reference point with lift held constant
and model incidence set at eight degrees. Finally, the horizontal tailplane was moved
to different positions along the mounting tube with elevator fully deflected towards
the undercarriage and incidence set at fifteen degrees.
The thrust line, which had been acting through the model's pitch pivot for the
above tests, was then moved to be close to the undercarriage. The above tests were all
repeated and then repeated again with the thrust line moved near the rotor. Before
each new variable was altered, the tunnel was stopped and the rotor allowed to come
to rest such that the strain gauge and wind tunnel balance readings could be re-zeroed.
3.3.4 Parameter Settings
The following values were held constant for all runs, except where otherwise
stated. Tunnel speed was five-point-nine metres per second, leading to a requirement
to generate seven-point-eight-one newtons of lift. The distance between the pitch
pivot and the leading edge of the horizontal tail was two-hundred-and-fifty-nine
millimetres and the elevator was left undeflected in either direction.

4.0 RESULTS
Experimentally verified values of minimum flying speed for varying
incidences are shown in Figure 4.1. To display relative rotor tilt-back angles at each
of these speeds, photographs indicating the rotor tip path plane are presented in
Figures 4.2 to 4.5. The red line on the far tunnel wall represents horizontal.
The pitching data collected from all experimental runs was converted from
voltage information into moments according to the strain gauge calibration factors
introduced in this paper's Procedure section. These results are plotted against the
experimentally varied parameter. Three relationships appear on each figure,
representing the three different thrust-line positions incorporated into the experimental
senes.
Figure 4.6 shows pitching moment against model body incidence at constant
tunnel speed and zero elevator angle. Pitching moment versus tunnel speed is
indicated in Figure 4.7, while Figure 4.8 shows the pitching moment relationship to
elevator angle at constant tunnel speed and body incidence. Finally, pitching moment
versus the magnitude of the tail moment arm is represented in Figure 4.9. Both the
tunnel speed and tail moment arm runs were executed at constant tunnel speed and
body incidence with elevator fully deflected towards the undercarriage.
Relative sensitivity of each parameter upon the model's pitching moment is
displayed for each setting of the thrust line in Figures 4.10 to 4.12. The experimental
variables are presented in a nondimensionalised form that represents their contribution
to the pitching moment as a percentage of their overall range. The slope of all
parameters is included in each Figure, providing a numerical measure of the relative
effect of each variable.
The data in Figure 4.10 represents values measured with the thrust line nearest
undercarriage, while Figures 4.11 and 4.12 represent the parameters for thrust line
centred and nearest the rotor respectively.
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5.0 DISCUSSION
5.1 While the minimum flying speed presented in Figure 4.1 is a function of
body incidence, it is also, incidentally, strongly tied to the maximum available tiltback angle of the rotor. The maximum rotor tilt-back is constrained by the geometry
of the autogyro, since the rotor shaft has a limited degree of movement and the rotor
must find its tip path plane with the rotor blades constrained in feathering by the hub.
Thus, Figure 4.1 suggests that the lowest forward speeds can be achieved at
the highest degree of body incidence. However, the significance of the connection
between the gyro geometry and the maximum angle of rotor tip path plane tilt comes
into play limiting the minimum achievable forward speed.
Autogyro lift is inexorably linked to the tilt of the rotor disc because it is the
resolved vertical component of rotor thrust and therefore must decrease as both body
incidence, and hence rotor incidence increase. Therefore, there will be a value of body
incidence at which the absolute minimum flying speed is achieved. As the magnitude
of rotor thrust due to increasing rotor tilt-back becomes larger there is a corresponding
decrease in its resolved vertical component.
The auto gyro model mounted as it was in the wind tunnel could not achieve
this optimised low speed body incidence. However, the trend of decreasing positive
returns from further body tilt is apparent in Figure 4.1 as the minimum flight speed
clearly levels out at high body incidence.
This effect is complicated by the vertical component of the propeller's thrust,
which increases as body incidence rises, reducing absolute loading demand on the
rotor. Regardless with all conventional autogyro configurations, limited engine power
causes the lift component created by the propeller to always be smaller than that from
the rotor. Thus, the inclination of the propulsion vector will reduce the minimum
straight and level flying speed but will not change the trend's shape.
Once an autogyro has achieved its minimum forward speed condition, it is
impossible to increase body incidence further without loss of altitude, since there is no
more available lift. This situation may not actually be the limiting case for minimum
flight speed. Since the horizontal component of propeller thrust decreases with
increasing body incidence, the propeller might be unable to balance total drag before
the above condition is reached.
5.2 Since the rotor shaft is fixed to the airframe, body incidence and rotor shaft
tilt-back will change together assuming no control input is applied to the shaft
position; however, the influence of the shaft angle upon the inclination of the rotor tip
path plane is more subtle.
The model has no facility for adjusting individual blade pitch during flight
other than by tilting the shaft longitudinally. Tilting the shaft backwards increases the
incidence of the advancing blade and decreases the incidence of the retreating one.
These cyclic incidences reach maximum and minimum values at the ninety- and twohundred-and-seventy-degree azimuth positions; that is, when the blades are
perpendicular to the flow. The ninety-degree phase lag characteristic ofrotor systems
means that the blades will fly highest over the airframe above the nose, and lowest
over the tail. The resulting effect is an increase in the angle-of-attack of the tip path
plane.
Thus, changing either shaft angle or body incidence will effect a change in the
inclination of the rotor disc, but to some extent the rotor disc finds its own angle of
attack. Figures 4.2 to 4.5 show the change in rotor disc incidence as body incidence is
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increased from five to eighteen degrees with shaft angle held constant with respect to
the body and tunnel speed is reduced to the minimum for straight and level flight for
each case.
5.3 The rotor cannot communicate any moments onto the airframe due to its
being mounted upon a teetering hub. Thus, the only force imparted upon the airframe
by the rotor is thrust acting normal to the tip path plane through the rotor hub, the top
of the rotor shaft. The moment arm between this thrust force and the aircraft centre of
gravity will vary as rotor tip path plane and body incidence rotate relative to one
another, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Whilst an aircraft in flight will always pivot about its centre of gravity, the
rotor of an autogyro will pivot relative to the airframe about the rotor hub. Therefore
if rotor disc tilt-back is changed, or if tilt-back is held constant in earth axes but
airframe incidence changes (causing a relative movement of the two parts) then the
moment arm between the centre of gravity and thrust vector will change.
As the rotor disc is tilted backward the thrust vector pivots so as to act forward
of the centre of gravity, creating a nose-up pitching moment. Conversely, as the disc
is tilted forward to a lesser incidence the thrust vector inclines itself to act behind the
centre of gravity, resulting in a nose-down pitching moment. Clearly in the absence of
any other forces on the aircraft, there will be no net pitching moment when the thrust
vector acts straight through the aircraft centre of gravity.
5.4. Propeller thrust generates a pitching moment if it does not act through the
centre of gravity. It can be seen from Figures 4.6 to 4.9 that moving the propeller
thrust axis above the centre of gravity makes the net pitching moment more nosedown. Moving the axis in the opposite direction has the opposite effect.
5.5 The value of pitching moment decreases with increasing body incidence,
as shown in Figure 4.6. The most likely reason for this effect is the decrease of the
moment arm between rotor thrust and centre of gravity, as discussed in Section 5.3.
Since the tunnel speed and the amount of lift required stay the same, the rotor
maintains a similar tip path plane for all settings of body incidence. In other words, as
the body angle rises, the shaft must tilt forward to achieve a constant value of lift.
Figure 4.6 also seems to show that for a thrust line above the centre of gravity,
the effect on pitching moment of changing body incidence is reduced, shown by the
shallower gradient of the green line. The reason for this phenomenon is uncertain but
may be due to the rotor interacting with the propeller wake, since the two are so near
in this case. Alternatively it may be connected to the inversion of the tail (and the
strain gauges attached to it) that was necessary to achieve this thrust line position.
The gradients of the lines also indicate a static stability, though this
implication is not the same as saying the real aircraft would be stable when oscillating
in pitch. The negative sign of the slopes shows that a small positive deviation in pitch
would bring about a negative change in moment tending to restore the previous
incidence. That is, if suddenly released from its pitch constraints the model would
always move towards its zero pitching moment position.
The graph suggests there may be a trend towards a positive gradient at high
incidences with the propeller near the rotor. Regrettably it was not possible to
investigate this area further due to limitations in maximum body incidence available
imposed by the model and tunnel geometry.
The set of incidences tested with the thrust line centred stops at fourteen
degrees. This inconsistency is due to an inability of the model to generate the required
amount of lift at sixteen degrees body incidence. The increased lift available in the
other two cases could be attributed to the increased proportion of the propeller disc
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out of the shelter of the model cowling, increasing the lift component of propeller
thrust available to augment the rotor lift.
5.6 The effect of tunnel speed upon the pitching moment is presented in Figure
4.7. Clearly, nose-up pitching moment increases as tunnel speed drops. As discussed
in Section 5.3, the varying moment arm between rotor thrust and centre of gravity
causes this effect. In this case, however, the rotor shaft angle is increased to maintain
constant rotor lift as tunnel speed drops, while the body incidence is held constant.
While the similar negative gradients of Figures 4.6 and 4.7 result from this similarity,
the latter Figure, where tunnel speed varies, bares a subtle and noteworthy difference.
The rotor itself is forced to change angle of attack with respect to the onset
flow to maintain adequate lift, as would be the case for a pilot attempting to reduce
speed whilst maintaining straight and level flight. From Figure 4.7, it is clear that as
auto gyro forward speed drops, the nose-up pitching moment increases. This moment
tends to pull the airframe more nose-up, forcing the pilot to adjust the controls in
order to keep the tip path plane constant relative to earth axes. When the rotor thrust
acts sufficiently close to the centre of gravity, its moment will be balanced by other
moments on the airframe. This situation of balance is indicated in Figure 4.7 where
zero pitching moment is achieved. It is noteworthy to mention that the elevator was
intentionally set at maximum deflection towards the undercarriage to achieve this
balance.
The relative positions of the thrust lines show the same characteristic
discussed in Section 5.4. The trend is reoriented along the pitching moment axis of the
graph as the direction and extent of the pitching contribution of the engine thrust -line
is changed by sliding it above or below the centre of gravity.
5.7 The results for the effect of elevator angle upon pitching moment given in
Figure 4.8 show good correlation with the expected trends. It can be seen that the
elevator has a linear effect on pitching moment and that this effect is constant for each
thrust line height. It seems unusual that the three thrust height lines are not more
evenly spaced; however this trend appears to be borne out by the other figures as well.
The fact that the pitching moment does not pass through zero is due to the
choice of body incidence at which the test was run. This incidence was set before any
results had been analysed and was chosen to bring the results close to crossing the
zero pitching moment condition. Clearly, the effect of the elevator was over-estimated
and hence the plots show only positive net pitching moments.
There is an inconsistency between the lines of the graph regarding range of
elevator angle. This inconsistency is due to an asymmetry of the range of motion of
the elevator. Thirty-one degrees of elevator could be set in one direction, but only
twenty-six degrees in the other and so when the tail was inverted the range was also
inverted.
It would seem that there might be an argument for an elevator as a device for
maintaining pitch control near the minimum flight speed. However this argument
assumes that any stabiliser would be mounted in the propeller wake so that lowmomentum onset flow would not hinder its effectiveness. In the event that movement
of the rotor hub, the pilot's primary pitch control, is limited by being near its stops,
pitch control by elevator would still be available to the pilot to assist in recovery from
difficulties.
5.8 As a subsidiary aspect of the project, the measured results of effect of a
horizontal stabiliser with elevator upon airframe pitching are of particular interest.
There exists uncertainty concerning the effectiveness of this surface in enhancing the
control and stability of the autogyro. Hence, the relationship between the distance of
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the stabiliser leading edge and the centre of gravity for each thrust height is displayed
in Figure 4.9.
For all data points, the elevator was set fully deflected towards the
undercarriage to achieve a maximum nose-down pitching moment. Thus, the
effectiveness of the elevator can be determined by examining the extent to which the
position of the stabiliser achieves a negative pitching moment. From Figure 4.9, the
evident trend reflects a certain extent of increase in nose-down pitching moment as
the length of the tail moment arm increases.
There are three major parameters that influence the stabiliser's effect. First is
the moment arm length itself, wpich as it increases will increase the available torque.
Second is the extent to which the elevator is within the propeller wake. Since the air
directly out of the pusher propeller has more momentum than the surrounding onset
flow, an elevator changing that flow's momentum will feel a greater reaction force
than an elevator far from the propeller, where flow momentum decays back to that of
the onset flow. Finally, the extent to which the stabiliser is in the wake of the airframe
and cowlings will also determine how much momentum is contained in the air
flowing over the elevator.
Obviously, the flow field in which the elevator operates is highly complex. In
addition to the major factors directly influencing the pitching moment, there are
secondary effects such as any interactions between the main rotor and the propeller.
These influences make the most effective stabiliser distance from the propeller
difficult to predict theoretically.
Figure 4.9 shows that the stabiliser's effectiveness in achieving nose-down
pitching moment is initially small when in close proximity to the propeller but
increases as it is moved downstream. This effect is most likely due to the joint effects
of elevator still being in the low momentum wake of the cowlings combined with the
moment arm being short. In a region around the middle of the stabiliser's full
movement range, the effectiveness is enhanced dramatically. At this stage the elevator
is probably out of the shadow of the cowling in the highest momentum flow from the
propeller, and the moment arm is sufficiently long to create a sizeable torque. As the
stabiliser is moved further from the propeller, its effectiveness levels out since it is
again in a region of lower momentum air.
These findings have an important applicability to real autogyros in that the
data suggests that a reasonable amount of pitching control can be achieved from the
addition of elevators to an auto gyro design. Although an overly lengthy stabiliser
mounting would present problems, it may possible to manufacture an auto gyro
geometry that would capitalise on the high momentum air just out of the airframe's
wake without compromising practicality.
These conclusions can be drawn from the graph, but a certain amount of
judgement is necessary. It can be seen that the results are less than perfect and trends
are not identical between different thrust line positions. In addition, the order of the
plots representing each thrust line position is not what has been predicted by the
analysis in Section 5.4. The discrepancy may be due to experimental technique, in
particular the requirement to stop the tunnel and clamp the balance struts in order to
fix each tail position. This discontinuity was not present in other runs, but could not
be avoided here.
5.9 The vertical position of the thrust line directly affects the measured value
of pitching moment as described in Section 5.4. Primarily, this behaviour manifests in
the data simply by moving the trends vertically upon the y-axis. A comparison of
Figures 4.10 to 4.12 shows the trends moving downwards as the thrust-line is moved
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upwards from the undercarriage, through the centre and finally to its highest position
nearest the rotor. This order creates a progressively decreasing pitching moment,
agreeing with the data trend.
Despite this primary trend, the thrust-line position clearly effects the elevator
and incidence parameters more than speed and tail moment. This observation is fairly
counterintuitive, as the pitching moment should be effected to the same continuous
extent for each parameter. Experimentally, the only procedural difference between
these four parameters is that the runs apparently less effected by the change in thrust
line position (variation in the tunnel speed and the tail moment length) were executed
with the elevator set at maximum deflection towards the undercarriage while the
others were not. Regardless, the variation due to a maximum elevator setting should
serve only to shift the graph along the y-axis. Thus the continuous separation of
pitching moment variation from the motor position should still be observed.
A possible explanation for this disparity could be the contribution of some
unaccounted for secondary effect that is a function of both tail moment arm and
elevator setting collectively. However, such a relationship is unlikely, as the
experimental results don't show any abnormal behaviour arising between the various
elevator verses pitching moment graphs that could explain the disparity.
Another, more subtle, possibility is the effect of the movement of the rotor
thrust vector as described in Section 5.3. It is possible that the extent to which the
pitching moment is affected by the thrust line height is reduced when the rotor's angle
of attack is changed with respect to the onset flow. In the varying body incidence and
elevator series, the rotor is at a relatively constant angle of attack to the onset flow. In
the tunnel speed and tail moment arm series, the rotor angle of attack is changed
relative to the onset flow to induce adequate lift. Although the effect of varying rotor
angle of attack on thrust line moments may be important in furthering the
understanding of this quandary, the extent of the information provided by these
experimental tests is insufficient to draw conclusions from.
5.10 Figures 4.10-4.12 can also be used to glean information about the relative
influence of each varied parameter upon pitching moment. In order to plot each
variable on the same axes, they were nondimensionalised by their respective ranges of
movement, resulting in values from zero to one hundred per cent for each. This
method may be misleading since the ranges of motion used in these experiments may
differ greatly from those available to a real autogyro. It is unlikely for instance that
when specifying an auto gyro configuration there will be such a range of thrust line
heights available. Equally a real autogyro, once flying, will have a much greater range
of pitch attitudes.
It is also worth pointing out that no effort has been made to adjust the results
to sit within the same range of pitching moments; all values of pitching moment are as
they were calculated for the previous figures. When assessing relative effectiveness of
each variable, it is the range of pitching moments covered, or the gradient of each
line, that should be considered and not height on the graph.
It has already been pointed out that the ranges of pitching moment caused by
certain variables are not consistent with varying thrust line height. It is not possible,
therefore, to categorically rank each variable in terms of effectiveness. It is clear that
body incidence and elevator angle both generally have greater effect. Body incidence
would be expected to be an effective parameter since it is this aspect that will vary
during real flight to ultimately balance all other settings. The effectiveness of the
elevator reinforces the point that such a surface mounted in the propeller slipstream
would be of use to a pilot where pitch control was critical, for instance when flying at
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minimum straight and level speed.
Tail moment arm tends to have less of an effect than the previous two
variables and is also more unpredictable. As stated earlier, there appears to be an
optimum distance where large returns are made for increasing the distance behind the
aircraft centre of gravity; beyond this length there are only small benefits from
increasing the moment arm. There may, however, be problems associated with
positioning a tail plane thus, as described in Section 5.8.
Tunnel speed is also portrayed on these figures, but unlike the other
parameters it is not really a consideration when specifying an auto gyro configuration.
It also seems unlikely that a pilot would wish to trim the autogyro by altering forward
speed, except perhaps in some sort of emergency. Perhaps of more relevance is the
fact that the change in pitching moment caused by varying speed will most likely be
balanced by a change in body incidence, with consequent effects on drag and thrust.

6.0 CONCLUSION
Due to the extreme complexity of the flows and physical relationships
associated with autogyros, theoretical treatment of these flying machines is difficult
and inaccurate. Therefore, conclusions drawn from experimental results are important
to furthering knowledge of the subject.
Several significant results were obtained from this series of wind tunnel
experiments. Firstly, minimum flight speed is a function of rotor tilt-back but there are
decreasing returns eventually leading to a limiting value. As tunnel speed decreases,
rotor tilt-back must increase to maintain adequate lift. Body incidence appears to
affect pitching moment in a fairly linear fashion and the sign of gradient of the plot of
these results implies static stability. To fly at a slower straight and level speed, the
necessary adjustment of the rotor tip path plane to maintain lift will result in an
increased pitching moment as the thrust vector moves with respect to the aircraft
centre of gravity. When mounted in the propeller slipstream, the effectiveness of the
elevator remains sufficiently high at low forward speed for its inclusion to be
advocated. There is a position of elevator stabiliser behind the propeller where the
gains in pitching moment control are disproportionately greater than the added length
of the tail, suggesting an extra benefit of mounting an elevator. Finally some
parameters are effected more by the thrust line height than others for reasons that
could not be concluded in this report.
In addition to the findings produced by this project, the results also suggest
several avenues of inquiry that should be pursued in the future. A comparison
between the pitching moments at each incidence with the tail removed would
differentiate between the stabilising effect of a horizontal tail and the controlling
effect of an elevator. Further investigation into thrust line height, in particular effects
other than the propeller-thrust-generated pitching moment, would bring insight to the
possibility of propeller-rotor interactions. Changing tunnel speed without readjusting
shaft tilt-back to maintain lift would allow simulation of the aircraft's response to
gusts. It would be beneficial to either confirm or disprove some of the trends found in
this paper by rerunning relevant tests with the tail and strain gauge assembly both
ways up, to isolate effects due to irregularities in the strain gauge system. An
assessment of the relative benefits of trimming pitch by deflecting elevator down
versus tilting rotor disc forward for cruise flight drag reduction would be valuable. To
further investigate the supposition that an elevator mounted in the propeller wake
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would offer pitch control even at very low forward speeds it is suggested that tunnel
speed could be reduced continually whilst the effectiveness of the elevator is
measured. It would also be of interest to specifically isolate and further investigate the
effects of varying the length of the moment arm of rotor thrust about the centre of
gravity by changing relative angle between the rotor tip path plane and body. A
determination of an analytical method of calculating induced velocity at the rotor
along with experimental verification of this prediction would improve theoretical
understanding of flow patterns through the disc. A reconfiguration of the model
system to allow exploration of higher body incidences would shed light on the
potential extreme situations of low speed flight. The effects and possible trends due to
using different rotor and propeller rotation rates may also be worthy of attention.
Finally, difficulties in establishing autorotation led to a desire to learn more about the
effects of collective pitch on steady flight and spin up.
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APPENDIX
A Derivation of Equation 2.1
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FIGURES

Figure 1.1
Juan de la Cierva, inventor of the autogyro
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Figure 1.2
RAF 2000 autogyro in flight
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Figure 2.1
Change in flow momentum leading to autorotative and lift forces on blade element
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Figure 2.2
Resolved forces and velocities pertinent to momentum theory approximation
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Figure 2.3
Balanced forces in an autogyro in low-speed, straight-and-Ievel flight
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Figure 2.4
Upward velocity resulting from imbalance of forces in zero-gravity manoeuvre

Figure 3.1
Wind tunnel model in autorotation

Figure 3.2
Autogyro model mounted on balance struts in working section of 5-foot by 7-foot
wind tunnel with person included for scale
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Figure 3.3
Engine mounting, propeller and tail tube

Figure 3.4
Horizontal stabiliser with servo-controlled elevator
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Figure 3.5
Linear relationship between measured strain gauge voltage and applied pitching
moment
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Figure 3.6
Linear relationship between model incidence and strain gauge offsets
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Figure 3.7
Lift and drag generated by balance struts, with model removed
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Figure 4.1
Minimum speeds at which sufficient lift for straight and level flight can be achieved

Figure 4.2
Rotor tilt-back at minimum flying speed for five degrees body incidence

Figure 4.3
Rotor tilt-back at minimum flying speed for ten degrees body incidence

Figure 4.4
Rotor tilt-back at minimum flying speed for fifteen degrees body incidence

Figure 4.5
Rotor tilt-back at minimum flying speed for eighteen degrees body incidence

Body Incidence versus Pitching Moment
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Figure 4.6
Pitching moment for varying body incidence and thrust line height
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Figure 4.7
Pitching moment for varying tunnel speed and thrust line height, with elevator fully
deflected towards undercarriage
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Figure 4.8
Pitching moment for varying elevator deflection and thrust line height
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Figure 4.9
Pitching moment for varying tail moment arm and thrust line height, elevator
deflected towards undercarriage
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Figure 4.10
Effect on pitching moment of parameter changes with thrust line near undercarriage
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Figure 4.11
Effect on pitching moment of parameter changes with thrust line centred
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Effect on pitching moment of parameter changes with thrust line near rotor
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Effect on pitching moment direction of tilting rotor thrust vector relative to the
airframe

